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Servo Chatter
Behind the scenes

What’s Inside!

As with every club there is always
something happening behind the
scenes. Along with the normal club
activities there is also an airfield to keep
maintained.
Grass just keeps on growing however this
year so does the moss. Several club
members have spent a lot of time
repeatedly spreading sulphate of iron on
the moss in an effort to kill it, then the
strip has been rolled and mowed.

Volunteers
Wanted

Ivan uses some kiwi ingenuity,
dear old mother-in-law's Mouli,
which is turned by the drill
press to crush the sulphate of
iron which was in large lumps
and impractical to throw on
the strip.
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P r e s id en t’s Rep o r t

Greg Findon

This month we welcome a new member, Hugh McKinstry, to the Club. Hugh has not flown before but
is very keen to learn. Hugh has his own model which is on Mode 2, Ivan has offered to help Hugh with
training.
Indoor flying for this year is now finished. With the support of the Ashhurst, Feilding and Levin Clubs we
had 5 successful evenings. Thanks to all our members who supported indoor flying.
The flying strip has now been mown, rolled and fertilised. At both ends of the strip it is still soft, so if you
have to recover your plane please walk down the sides of the strip.
We still need two members to join the lawn mowing team, if you can help please let me know.

Health and Safety
We are all aware that the new Health and Safety at Work Act is now law and the new regulator is
Worksafe New Zealand. While mainly directed at the work place, there is action recommended for
sport and recreation clubs.
There has been a lot of talk lately about HSE and the changes taking the fun out of recreational
activities. I make no apology, we are now living in a society that demands more accountability and
responsibility, and as such we as a Club have to comply.
For some members, the actions the Committee have put in place
for their and the public’s safety may be seen as over the top. We
may not have it 100% right, but we had to make a start and can
refine or change actions if we find a safer way.
The fundamental obligation is to do everything reasonable to
keep people safe. The guide lines also have the following things
that Clubs should do, or have:
Good documentation
Clear policies
Hazard and accident registers
Review and identify hazards
The Club now has a HSE policy and have had a Risk Assessment
(RA) carried out. The RA identified the risks and the action
required to either Eliminate, Isolate or Minimise these risks. For the
Club there were a five risks identified that required actions, these
being:
Signage on access road to warn public and members the field is in operation
Observer in the pilot’s box – someone to control in and out traffic
Defining flight envelope – where we can fly
Ability to communicate with local GA traffic – air band radio Signage for spectator’s area
The actions required by the Club for the risks identified have now been put in place.
I look at safety as not being a priority – but as a value. Priorities change – values don’t. I try, but don’t
always do things completely safely. However, when I am doing things unsafely, I thank those who
bring it to my attention. I would rather eat humble pie than have an injury – the good thing about eating humble pie is I also don’t put on weight.
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Greg Findon

P r e s id en t’s Rep o r t

As for the safety actions the Committee has implemented at the field, there is nothing that takes the
enjoyment out of flying. If our Club is leading the way in HSE we should be proud. I would rather face a
disgruntled Club member (however upsetting) than facing a Coroner or a Magistrate as a result of the
Club failing its member’s or the public in providing a safe environment.
I ask that all members show some tolerance and give time for adjusting to the changes. As the Committee members are also flyers, we will soon identify any changes that are required.

Number of midweek flying days
Currently our Resource Consent allows only one midweek day. I have contacted the MDC to see if we
can get an amendment to our Resource Consent to allow for two midweek days per week. I will keep
you informed of the outcome.
Enjoy your flying.
Regards
Greg Findon
President, PN Aeroneers

Peter Vining

Clu b Ca p ta in ’s Rep o r t

I am writing this report on another damp windy
the peg when you have finished your flight so that
Sunday morning. I am as frustrated as you may be the next flyer can take part. These pegs are only
over the winter we have had.
for the main Flight Box.
The wet weather has caused moss to grow on the
strip. This has been sprayed and fertiliser spread.
We have also rolled the strip. All we need now is
fine weather.
Happy flying.
Peter Vining
Club Captain,
September 2016

With a break like this it is a good time to check your
aircraft out. The batteries are at the top of the list.
Checking them out under load is a good test.
Remember if the motor stops you can get your
plane back on the ground but if the batteries fail
then you have no options.
The Club is experimenting with the two safety
screens around the flying box area. If you have
any comments about these please let me know.
The flying box has five pink pegs and you take one
of these to take your place at the flight line. Return
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From the
Editors Desk
Linda Lambess
Phone 06 323 4918
021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Since the last Servo Chatter I had the annual
general meeting of the lawnmower racing club.
This club was formed after I decided that
lawnmower racing would be entertainment at the
Manawatu Garden Festival.
The club had members from all over the north
island however, there was never many from the
Manawatu and consequently when another club
was formed in Taranaki many racers found that
was closer than travelling to Sanson and now race
there.

Thank you to those members for their nice
comments on the newsletter, I appreciate them. I
must apologise for an oversight in the last
newsletter, as I failed to thank Scott for the many
hours that he has put into the Servo Chatter over
his time as editor.
Taking over this position when you only have a
short history of the club, leaves the door open to
repeating material and this will no doubt happen
from time to time. The easy way to overcome this,
of course, is for members to submit new material!!
Hint hint!
Ivan and I have been lucky enough to visit several
aircraft museums and places of interest in the
States and this month I have included some facts
on the Boeing factory, just north of Seattle in Everett, Washington.

My “baby” has changed and suddenly the club is
like a teenager and going somewhere that I have
no control over. I still have my roles in the club
however, as a parent have to let the apron strings
go!

The share size of the building is incomprehensible
but what a great flying site!

However spring has arrived and there is always
something to do in the garden and around the
house as well as other interests.

Hope October sees some sunny weather and
good flying—Linda
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I shall include other museums in the months to
come.
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I could have saved a life today, but I chose to look the other way
It wasn’t that I didn’t care, I had the time, and I was there
But I didn’t want to seem a fool, or argue over a safety rule
I knew he’d done the job before, if I spoke up, he might get sore

The chances didn’t seem that bad, I’d done the same, he knew I had
So I shook my head and walked on by, he knew the risks as well as I
He took the chance, I closed an eye, and with that act, I let him die
I could have saved a life today, but I chose to look the other way
Now every time I see his wife, I know I should have saved his life
That guilt is something I must bear, but it isn’t something you need to share

If you see a risk that others take, that puts their health or life at stake
The question asked, or thing to say, could help them live another day
If you see a risk and walk away, then hope you never have to say
I could have saved a life that day, but I chose to look the other way.

Happy Birthday and Many Happy Returns to club
members and their families celebrating a birthday
this month.
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Fit Servos
in ARF
By Jim Hine
Initially I generally sand out the servo tray holes
allowing clearance all around the servos to be
fitted. [I have made up some sanding sticks using
scraps and double sided tape with some fairly
gritty paper- no high finish needed]
Then I make up some extra ply strips for under
where the screws will come through. This also
stiffens up some of those weakish servo trays.
Cut some thickish card to go at either end of the
servo and insert servo into the tray. Next cut some
more thinner card and put down either side of the
servo. If these are all firm the servo will be centred
in the hole.
Then I use a wire of the right diameter that I have
ground a point on to push through the ferrules and
through the card and to mark the servo mounting
holes on the tray. Remove the servo and drill the
screw holes. I have been using a 1/16” diameter
drill. [My wire with a point is an old cell phone car
aerial cut down, works well as it has a rubberised
hand grip built in].
I then refit the servos and fit the mounting screws
and then check that the servo is not touching any
wood, i.e. it has clearance all the way around. If all
OK then remove screws and servo and put some
cyno into the screw holes and where the servo
ferrule head sits on the tray. This strengthen it all up.
Make sure holes aren’t blocked. Carefully run the
drill through again once the cyno is really dry.
Remount the servo and insert the screws and you
should have a good solid mount with the rubbers
on the servos being able to isolate the servos
properly.
Wing servo mounts using the post type system are
very similar, servos should not contact any wood so
give them clearance.
Good flying!
Thanks Jim, appreciate the How To. Linda
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Indoor

20 September

The final night of
indoor for 2016.
Good fun—thank you
to those who
organised it and
those who came to

fly.

Aircraft
that should
not fly
October 2016

Blohm & Voss BV 141.

Douglas XB-42 Mixmaster
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Some photos
from
September
flying
Scale model of a PZL-104 Wilga.
The PZL-104 Wilga ("golden oriole") is a Polish
designed and
built
short-take
off-andlanding (STOL) Civil Aviation utility aircraft
manufactured by PZL"Warszawa-Okęcie". The
Wilga has evolved through many ever-improving
versions during its continuous production from
1962 to 2006
Hope there wasn’t too much damage and it is
back in the air soon.
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The Largest
Building in
the World
Boeing Everett Site,
Seattle, Washington.

Several years ago Ivan and I were fortunate
enough to visit the Boeing Everett factory in
Seattle, Washington.
Words cannot even start to describe this building.

Some facts on the
Boeing Everett factory are:

Work on this massive building started in 1966 when 
Boeing announced it would build the world’s
largest jet airliner, the 747. The main factory has
been expanded twice, in 1980 to accommodate
the 767 and in 1990 for the 777.

The largest building in the world by volume at
13.3 million cubic metres or 472 million cubic
feet. The equivalent of 2,142 average size
homes (2,000 sq feet or 185 square metres).

The tours are three and a half hours long. after an
informative video, you enter the building down
one of their many underground tunnels and travel
in an elevator to a viewing deck. Now all items
such as cameras, handbags etc must be left in a
locker and it is airport like security to enter the
building.
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It is 35 metres or 114 feet 2 inches high.



It covers 4.3 million square feet or 399,000
square metres. (Indoor flying site, Arena 2 =
3,400 square metres.)



98.3 acres (39.8 hectares) under one roof.
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The Everett factory is like a small city, 
requiring its own fire department, security
force, fully equipped medical clinic, electrical substations and water treatment plant.
There are also 17 food outlets.



There are about 30,000 people working at the
Everett facility, and they work in three shifts
around the clock.


There are 2.33 miles or 3.7 kilometres of
pedestrian
tunnels running below the
factory. The tunnels are also utilized for operating the utilities and comes in handy during
winter when getting around in the cold and
snow can be a challenge.



There are 1,300 bicycles and tricycles in the
factory that is used by employees to get
around. There are more than 100 forklifts.



When the factory was first built, clouds actually formed near the ceiling. The weather
cleared when an air-circulation system was
installed.



Due to the weather in Seattle which seldom
peak over 32 degrees, the production floor 
does not have any air con. The temperature
is regulated by two things, the weather outside and the light bulbs. If the factory is too
warm, they would open the factory door and
run fans to blow air into to the factory. And if
it gets too cold, they rely on the light bulbs
above the production floor. The factory uses 
over 1 million light bulbs.
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There are 26 overhead cranes that run
a network of 62.75 kilometres (39 miles) of
ceiling tracks throughout the factory.
These ceiling cranes are used to lift and
move airplane components and sections
during the production process. The 747/767
cranes can lift 34 tons and 777 cranes can lift
40 tons.

Four hangar doors, 91 meters by 26.5 metres
(300 feet by 87 feet) and two hangar doors
107 metres by 26.5 metres (350 feet by 87
feet). These have been covered with a mural which is composed of more than 475
sheets (1 x 18 meters).
The factory was repainted and used more
than 25,004 litres of paint.
The outside walls measure 3.5 kilometres (2.2
miles)
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The paint shop and airport are on the other side of
the freeway and once an aircraft is assembled it is
towed across the overbridge to be painted in the
appropriate airline colours and test flown. The trip
across the overbridge is, in most cases, taken at
night in an effort to prevent traffic accidents with
vehicles stopping on the freeway below.

Me behave!
seriously, as a child I saw:
Tarzan almost naked.
Cinderella arrived home after midnight.
Pinocchio told lies,
Aladdin was a thief,
Batman drove over 200 miles an hour,
Snow White lived in a house with 7 men,
Popeye smoked a pipe and had tattoos,
Pac Man ran around to digital music while
eating pills that enhanced his performance,
and
Shaggy and Scooby were mystery solving
hippies that always had the munchies.
The fault is not mine!
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For Sale:
Collecting vintage,
late 40’s early 50’s?
Mills 1.3 engines, what I have in total is 2 x Mills
1.3 engines in awesome condition, both in
original boxes with paperwork, 2x unused bore
liners ( new ),1 x set gaskets, 1x prop 6-7 inch,
1x spare prop/nose cone.

Please r
ememb
numbers er to advise
attendin
g

Thank you

I have found one online in UK for £186, with
reproduction box, around $336 NZ, I am asking
$480 for the lot, ono.
Contact
shaneoregan28@gmail.com

Excitement is building for the 10th Wings Over Wairarapa Air Festival in February 2017.
From the world’s rarest vintage aircraft to a glimpse of the future there is something for everyone and that is just
in the air.
Tickets are ON SALE NOW with 1 day and 3 day General Admission and Gold Passes available.
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Club Events
Check
www.aeroneers.com/apps/calendar/
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November 2016

2 October
2 Metre Glider
7 October
Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown Olde English
Pub
9 October
Tomboy and Vintage Flying
16 October
Radian, Cub and Scale
20 October
Committee Meeting
Please RSVP to 70th birthday celebrations
barbecue invitation.
23 October
Combat, SPAD and Assassin
A.L.E.S. Radian N.D.C Qualifying
27 October
Club Night—10 pin bowling. Please contact
Ivan with numbers—contact details on p15.
30 October— Clubs 70th birthday celebration
barbecue.
Radian, SPAD and Assassin
31 October
Deadline for November Servo Chatter.

4 November
Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown Olde English
Pub
6 November
2 Metre Glider
13 November
Tomboy and Vintage Flying
17 November
Committee Meeting
20 November
Radian, Cub and Scale
24 November
Club Night
27 November
Combat, SPAD and Assassin
30 November
Deadline for December Servo Chatter.
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December Servo Chatter will not be
available on 1 December.
It should only be a few days late.

December’s Calendar will appear
in the November Servo Chatter.
Check the website calendar
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Club Address: P.O. Box 800,
Palmerston North, New Zealand
Club Website:
www.aeroneers.com
Club Email:
aeroneers@aeroneers.com

Palmerston North Aeroneers

Club Subscriptions

President:
Greg Findon

You need to be a paid member to fly at the club
airfield.

phone 06 356 1571

president@aeroneers.com

Family Membership $140
Senior Membership $135
Junior (under 18) $40
Associate $40
Associate Flying $80
Subs are per annum.

Vice President:
Bruce Woodfield
029 357 8039

vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
Nigel Langford

Please pay Nigel Langford or any committee member
or online to Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00
Palmerston Nth Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to include
your name in the particulars box.

06 353 0590

treasurer@aeroneers.com
Secretary:
Necia Parker

Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com and advise Nigel of your payment.

06 354 5972

secretary@aeroneers.com

The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to July 1 to ensure all club members are
covered by the MFNZ public liability insurance.

Club Captain:
Peter Vining
027 443 2378

Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Palmerston North Aeroneers

Webmaster:
Tama Randell

Tee Shirts and Hats

027 2920363

Editor:
Linda Lambess

Club hats and shirts are
now available.

021 2106139

editor@aeroneers.com

Hat - $15

Members:
Bruce Fryer

Your typical fisherman
“Gilligan” style.

022 1324756

Ivan Huntley

Shirt - $30

021 2106138
Opinions expressed in this publication are
those of each contributor only. The Editor
and Committee reserve all right in respect of
submitted material. Contributors are reminded
that the deadline for publication is the last
day of each month.
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They are 100% Dri-zone
polyester, anti-snag and
moisture wicking, UPF
rating 50+.
See a committee
member.
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